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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2009001151A2] A wire cutting device which can be fixed to a vehicle movable in a travelling direction, having a rod arranged according
to the median longitudinal plane of the vehicle, at an angle with respect to a vertical direction and opposite to the travelling direction, wherein this rod
has at one upper end a hooked blade capable of cutting a wire stretched transversally with respect to the travelling direction. The rod is connected to
the vehicle through fixing means comprising an element of interconnection having controlled pliability between the rod and the vehicle, wherein this
element of interconnection is capable of becoming pliable for values of resistance of said cable higher than a predetermined resistance, so that the
vehicle be unhooked in case of unbroken cable. Furthermore, this wire cutting device comprises plates and bushings of electric insulating material,
arranged between adjacent elements of said device in points of connection in order to insulate electrically the stretched wire from the vehicle. About
such points of connection are provided flanges capable of stopping the water flow in case of rain for insulating an the electric conductivity. It is,
furthermore, provided a barrier of protection distanced from the vehicle, connected to the rod and covering the front part of the vehicle capable of
causing hollow charge rockets to explode.
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